Take your AI solutions
to the next step
What value can a high performing AI
environment bring to your solution?
Artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming a reality for companies of all
sizes. If you are an AI developing company or helping clients to implement new solutions you now have the opportunity to test what value
an AI environment, based on state of the art technology, can bring to
your solutions.
Your test system is already set up at the Pedab Demo Center in the south
of Sweden. The best performing AI server, with NVIDIA GPU accelerators,
along with preinstalled deep learning frameworks.

Welcome to Pedab Community

Technical specifications
• IBM Power System 822LC,
256Gb memory
• NVIDIA Tesla P100
• Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
• Deep Learning frameworks
and supporting software
libraries through PowerAI
• Docker/Nvidia-docker,
version 17.06.1-ce
• Containerized DL-Frameworks:
Caffe och Tensorflow

In addition to the environment itself, we can make the Pedab Community
available for you. This means that Pedab will create a community where
you can get access to skills to help you succeed in your project. The Pedab
Community helps you get as much out of the test as possible, but are also
there for you going forward, after the test.

Practical facts
With a VPN Connection and a user ID, you do the test conveniently from
your own office, or from wherever you like. The duration of the test period
and other practical details are agreed before the test starts. A test period is
usually between 2 and 4 weeks. There is no cost for the test for you.

Contact Us
Now is the right time to take the first step to test your ideas. Please contact
your local Pedab contact or Jonas Vallin, VP of Infrastructure, Pedab Group,
jonas.vallin@pedab.se.

Pedab Demo Center is located in Borås, Sweden. The Demo Center provides pre-installed environments ready for tests, as well
as access to our Pedab community with competent and resourceful partners and vendors. Pedab is a distributor of IT infrastructure
and software solutions, launched in 1993. We create sustainable value together with our extensive eco system of vendors,
partners, and resellers. We distribute leading vendors like IBM, Huawei, SAP, Informatica, and Supermicro.

Pedab Group
www.pedab.com/poc-center

